
Words from contra-information and Radical Ecology “Kataklysma” for the 

event of may, 26th about FCC. 

Hey gang of Biblioteca Kaos! 

Hidden here somewhere, in a periphery forest in Latin America, I am sending my 

fervent greetings for all the comrades congregated in this subversive meeting. I 

lament to not be, flesh and blood, present in the library, thing that I want to do soon, 

and, it is because of this absence that I’m sending my accomplice words to all of you, 

to make me present here in the gang. 

More than ever it is our hour. The New Anarchy burns in the heart of the true 

insurgent, that are walking without return to insurgent tension that confronts without 

breath ALL the existent. It’s also more than ever, time of Chaotic people who don’t 

pardon social peace, break the status quo of this rotten robotic and servant society and 

take it to ruins by the continue action without precedent. New Anarchy’s flame are 

burning from Greece to Chile, from Chile to Mexico, from Mexico to Italy and all 

over the planet they spread, causing terror in the slaves that are surviving in the cities 

and to their masters. Instead of frontiers, barricade and conflicts front are existing. 

They receive fugitive of this world, all ready for the fight to all-or-nothing in which 

prison and death can be a way that we would have to go through. But, they are not 

few people who doesn’t fear the insurgent and salvage conflict, and this makes me 

happy. 

A great example of chaotic fugitives are guerrilla comrades of FCC who, even with 

uncountable sentences on their shoulders don’t make a step behind and goes forward, 

conspire day and night to burn Greek prisons, to break their gratings and to pull into 

savagery and uncertainty of social war again, where, the only certainty is the 

irremediable praxis. 

The translation/subtitles of Kataklysma blog is a complicity and solidarity act with 

imprisoned greek comrades and to their convictions, including with the fact that they 

don’t repent themselves for their actions. As there or here, together, we conspire for 

the elevation of insurgent chaotic tension. Not just in Greece, but in Chile, Spain, 

Italy, Mexico, Russia, Indonesia, USA, Peru, England, France, Germany, Turkey, all 

around the earth and above all, Brazil, here we are and will always be! Whenever 

exists injustice it will exit rebellion, and this is the grain that we plant today, here and 

now! 

So that the New Anarchy grain germinates in this fertile ground that we inhabit and 

can grow wildly as the harmful herbs succumbing the cities! In the front we are and in 

the front we ‘ll meet. 

Rage, conscience and anarchy, today, now and always 
É nóis rapa!  

 


